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NEW QUESTION: 1
Why do many customers have a minimal number of technical staff
devoted to database management and administration for their IBM
i environments?
A. DB2 for i automatically uses encoded vector indexes for
every database operation providing faster scans that are easily
processed in parallel cores.
B. DB2 for i provides many automatic functions like disk
balancing and index optimization that are often manual

operations for databases on other platforms.
C. DB2 for i offers an ANSI SQL-compliant relational database,
supporting data portability standards that do not require IBM i
database administrators.
D. DB2 for i supports a wide variety of index types that can
span partitions, different storage subsystems and network
connections without special programming.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Sales manager want their team members to help each other close
Opportunities. The Opportunity and ..
private. To grant Opportunity access to sales reps on the same
team, ownership-based sharing rules ..
What is the side effect of this approach?
A. Sales reps on the same will have Read access to the Accounts
for Opportunities owned by their.
B. All sales reps will have Read access to Accounts for all
Opportunities.
C. All sales reps will have Read access to all Accounts.
D. Sales Reps on the same team will have Edit access to the
Accounts for Opportunity owned by their.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are the DBA for an academic database. You need to create a
role that allows a group of users to modify existing rows in
the STUDENT_GRADES table.
Which set of statements accomplishes this?
A. CREATE NEW ROLE registrar; GRANT ALL ON student_grades TO
registrar; GRANT registrar to user1, user2, user3
B. CREATE registrar; GRANT CHANGE ON student_grades TO
registrar; GRANT registrar;
C. CREATE ROLE registrar; GRANT MODIFY ON student_grades TO
registrar; GRANT registrar to user1, user2, user3

D. CREATE ROLE registrar; GRANT UPDATE ON student_grades TO
registrar; GRANT ROLE registrar to user1, user2, user3
E. CREATE ROLE registrar; GRANT UPDATE ON student_grades TO
registrar; GRANT registrar to user1, user2, user3;
Answer: E
Explanation:
this is the correct solution for the answer. GRANT role_name to
users; Incorrect
answer: Athere
is no such MODIFY keyword Binvalid CREATE command, there is no
such NEW keyword Cinvalid GRANT command, there is no such ROLE
keyword Einvalid GRANT command, there is no such CHANGE keyword
Refer:Introduction toOracle9i:SQL, Oracle University Study
Guide, 13-10
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